
Stuff of Life



Billions of atoms of more than a 100 kinds of 
elements make up this universe. They are either 
being pulled towards each other, sometimes pushed 
away or often just randomly moving and colliding 
with each other, and under very select conditions 
just sitting quietly. 



Sometimes these atoms come together to form 
larger units called molecules  - of all  different 
sizes, combinations, and properties. Some are stable 
enough to stay together for a long long time, some 
stay only for a fraction of a millisecond.

It so happens that 4 elements - carbon, hydrogen, 
oxygen and nitrogen form 3 fairly stable groups of 
molecules - sugars, amino acids and fatty acids that 
make all living cells that we know. 



The molecules can come together to form longer 
chains. 

The sugar molecules form 
carbohydrates, 

amino acids make proteins, 

fatty acids  make lipids/fats. 

Their shapes change depending on the pull and push 
they are under. 

Their composition and structures decide their 
functions to keep our cells, and thus, us alive.



Lipids are unique - one of their sides cannot face 
water. When in water they form droplets on the 
surface to keep their water-repelling sides away 
from water. 

Cells are enclosed in membranes made of lipids. They 
are bathed in water as well as filled with proteins 
and carbohydrates dissolved in water. With a lipid 
bilayer membrane, they manage to cushion away the 
water repelling sides between the two layers.



These droplets move around, they break into smaller 
droplets or fuse with each other. They can form 
bigger droplets as well as stay as a smaller droplet 
inside a larger one. 



Lipid bilayered cells contain lipid bilayered 
organelles. Did one ingest the other, and live happily 
together for generations to come?  



Would just mixing sugars, amino acids and fatty 
acids in water automatically give rise to life? Do 
lipids enclose these molecules to ‘bring them 
together in space’ and ensure the molecular 
orchestra making a droplet alive?

If life is all about making more of one’s copy 
faithfully, is this the only possible mixture of 
molecules that can make this possible?  
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